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that Nature has made a mistake? The richer we are, the more
stylish grows our dress. People dress themselves in a variety of ways
and, looking into the mirror, smile with pleasure and congratulate
themselves on their appearance. If custom had not perverted our
outlook, we would easily realize that man appeared at his best
and enjoyed the finest health in his naked state. The moment he
puts on a mere shirt, he detracts by so much from his appearance,
As if this were not enough, both men and women wear jewellery.
There are quite a few men who fetter their legs [with anklets] and
put rings on ears and fingers. All these things are dust-traps. Heaven
alone knows what charm there is in them. As for women, they have
broken all bounds. Anklets so heavy that they can scarcely lift their
feet, numerous rings in the ears, large rings again in the nose, and
no end of bangles on the wrists. By wearing these, we collect a great
deal of dirt on the body. The filth in the ears and nose is beyond
description. We regard this filthy condition as an ornament and
feel constrained to spend money on it. The women do not mind risk-
ing their lives at the hands of robbers. It has been truly said
that for the folly of pride we pay an unlimited price by way of
suffering. Women have refused to have their earrings removed,
though they have boils in their ears. A bangle cannot be removed,
even if there is a boil on the hand and even if the latter has be*
come septic. Be it a he or a she, it would be impairing one's appea-
rance to take off one's diamond ring even when the finger has
grown septic! Most people must have personally come across
such instances,
It will be difficult to bring about a radical improvement in
dress, but we can discard ornaments. We can dispense with gar-
ments which do not seem necessary, retain a few in deference
to custom and discard the rest. Anyone whose mind has outgrown
the fallacious notion that "apparel maketh a man" will be able
to effect considerable improvement [in his dress] and safeguard
his health.
Nowadays, moreover, a notion is in the air that it is best for
us to put on European dress, that it is more impressive and wins
us greater respect from people. This is not the place for a dis-
cussion of the topic. All that needs to be said here is that, though
the European costume is suitable for the cold countries of Europe,
the Indian costume suits both Hindus and Muslims in India.
Our clothes are loose and, therefore, allow free circulation of air.
Being white, they disperse the rays of the sun. In dark clothes one
feels hotter in the sun because the rays falling on tijiem are wot sp
dispersed.

